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Company Profile
1990

1995

The thirty years experience in the
electromechanical precision construction sector
culminates in the origin of AFM, based on
combining reliability and innovation.

AFM concentrates and strengthens his knowhow, by relating his ability and adequacy to
the referenced aeronautical companies, and
also working in the contiguous and even more
selective segment of the aerospace industries.

AFM

The headquarters is located in the industrial hub
of Pavona, in the province of Rome, on a area of
4.500mq.

Specialization

1990/1995

1998

AFM develops his skills and activities,
in the aeronautic and technical lighting
sectors, in virtue of a remarkable
technological and organizational flexibility.

AFM directs his consolidated technical and
organizational know-how also to the home
automation sector. The care and diligence
proposed to its development convey in a specific
reality: the Juwel Kraft Automation Ltd. The brand
is soon appreciated and gains visibility for the
design, manufacturing and marketing of tubular
gearmotors for rolling shutters and awnings, as
well for the preparation of the electronic control
systems. The RUBIN series is inaugurated.

Starting

Juwel Kraft Automazioni

1996

Certifications
The activity obtains more credits thanks to the specific
industry certifications and the UNI EN ISO 9001.

2000/2009

2011

The constant diligence results in the
expansion of the typology of products,
in addition to improving the mechanical
and electronic components, as well as
the control devices, which makes the
JKA offer equal to the most complete
and competitive in the sector.

The increasing relevance of the electronic components induces JKA
to establish a close collaboration, converted in partnership, with
AUTOTECH of Athens, sharing successfully the specialization in the
design, development and realization of products, including wireless,
dedicated to the industrial and home automation.

Consolidation

Partnership

The flexibility and the integration with AUTOTECH ensure the
achievement of custom models, personalized and functional for any
requirement of control over blinds and awnings.

2009/2010

Gearmotors for rolling
shutters
At the meantime, AFM tests and proceeds
in the manufacturing of gearmotors for
rolling shutters. The DIAMANT series borns.

2013

ZETHA series
The JKA innate inclination towards
fundamental challenges such as energy
saving and comfort culminates in the
predisposition of the ZETHA series,
specifically set to applications involving
advanced features manageable only
electronically (ex.: graduated shutters and
technical coverages).

Today
The qualified operativity of JKA is included into OverGroup, where different companies and
specializations converge in order to optimize their development in highly competitive and selective
sectors. It results the availability of a reliable partner, with a versatile offer and production, in virtue of a
craftsman disposition but with an extreme global vocation.

Applications for

Zetha
Pergolas
The intelligence of ZETHA electronic gearmotors
expresses thanks to the regulation of the effort, which
will always provide the full stretching of the canvas, for
the proper outflow of the water.
The compatibility with the WINDY series radio sensors,
and the realization of a specific model for pergolas,
guarantee the autonomous movement of the structure
front of wind-rain atmospheric occurrences, with
adjustable thresholds.

Winter garden
awnings
The intelligence of ZETHA electronic gearmotors
expresses providing more points for the proper fixation
and stretching of the canvas in the desired position.
Equipped with a wide working time for an extended
maneuverability in the immediate.
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Technical
coverages
The intelligence of ZETHA electronic gearmotors
expresses determining the balanced closure of the
traditional box.
In the coverages equipped with hooking, there is the
possibility to manage the maneuver automatically,
either from button or by remote control.
The compatibility with the WINDY series radio sensors,
and particularly the sun and temperature detectors,
provides the opening and removal of the canvas
according of the light intensity, ensuring energy
savings and comfort.

Drop awnings
The intelligence of ZETHA electronic gearmotors
expresses offsetting automatically any loosening
of the canvas (ex.: for thermic relaxation), in order to
maintain the positions of the limit switches.
The regulation of the effort during the closing phase
safeguards the entire structure over time.

Series
Traditional box
The intelligence of ZETHA electronic gearmotors expresses
reducing speed during the retrieval phase, in order to avoid an
abrupt closing of the box.
The regulation of the effort during the closing phase safeguards
the entire structure over time.
A specific function offsets unsightly relaxations of the canvas
in fully open position.

Orienta
ZETHA electronic motor designed especially
for graduated shutters, whose intelligence
expresses through the orientation even for
degrees of the slats, through button and/or
remote control, for the optimal modulation of the
light inside residential and work environments,
ensuring comfort and energy savings.

The compatibility with the WINDY series radio sensors guarantees
the use of the awning in safety and comfort.

Shutters equipped with locking device
The intelligence of ZETHA electronic gearmotors expresses perceiving the excessive effort if the locking device is
introduced. The immediate relaxation of the closure follows, thus facilitating the release and safeguarding the
structure.
A specific blocking function detects the presence of obstacles in the guides during the opening phase (ex .: ice).
The compatibility with the WINDY series radio sensors, and particularly the sun and temperature detectors, provides the
ability to modulate the light inside residential and work environments, ensuring comfort and energy savings.
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Guide

Selection guide for ZETHA series tubular gearmotors
on shutters
1

1 Measure the area (m2) of the shutter.
Multipy the dimension of the base (expressed in m) by the height
(expressed in m).

2

Calculate the indicative weight of the shutter.
Multiply the surface obtained in point 1 by the weight of the material used
(expressed in kg/m2).
Material

Weight (Kg/m2)

Material

Weight (Kg/m2)

5-7

Steel

8-12

Steel with expanded
polyurethane

7-12

Extruded aluminium

10-15

Aluminium with expanded
polyurethane

3-7

PVC

4-7

10-15

Wood

10-12

High density aluminium with
expanded polyurethane

Armoured steel

3

Determine the couple.
Choose the line corresponding to the dimension of the roller tube in use.
The required couple is obtainable applying the weight of the shutter, indicated
on the top of the table, with the roller tube section.
Example: to motorize a 65Kg shutter mounted on a Ø60mm tube the motor
couple will be around 40Nm.

Weight of the shutter (Kg)

Example: 65Kg

Tube section (mm)

0

10

Ø50

10

Ø54

10

20
15

Ø64

10

Ø70

10

15

50

40

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

50
50

40

35

100
50

40

35

30

90

40

35

30

80
40

35

30

20

70

35

30

20

20

60

30

20

15

15

40
20

15

10

Ø60

30

50

Nm

50

The values showed on the panel are purely indicative
Weight of the shutter (Kg)

Tube section (mm)

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

80

90

100

110

120

80

Ø70

80

140

150

100

100

160

170

180

120

100

80

Ø89

130
100

80

Ø80

Ø102

70

120

120

120

Nm

The values showed on the panel are purely indicative
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Guide

Selection guide for Zetha series tubular gearmotors
on awnings

1

The necessary informations to calculate the couple of the tubular gearmotor
applied to an awning are: the diameter of the roller tube, the number of the
arms of the structure, the measure of the arms extension.

2

Select the panel corresponding to the diameter of the roller tube in use.

3

The required couple is obtainable applying the value of the projection of the
arms, present in the columns, with the number of arms, expressed in the
lines.
Example: the right couple for an awning with Ø70mm roller tube and 4
arms with a length of 3m is 50Nm.

Roller tube Ø50mm

Roller tube Ø63/70mm
Arms extension (m)

1.5

2

2.5

3

4

5

2

30Nm

30Nm

30Nm

30Nm

35Nm
40Nm

50Nm

4

35Nm

35Nm
40Nm

35Nm
40Nm

40Nm

50Nm

6

35Nm

35Nm
40Nm

40Nm

50Nm

8

40Nm

50Nm

Arms number

Arms number

Arms extension (m)
1.5

2

2.5

3

4

5

2

30Nm

30Nm

35Nm
40Nm

40Nm

50Nm

50Nm

4

35Nm

35Nm
40Nm

40Nm

50Nm

50Nm

80Nm

6

50Nm

50Nm

50Nm

50Nm

80Nm

100Nm

8

50Nm

50Nm

80Nm

80Nm

Roller tube Ø78mm

Roller tube Ø85mm
Arms extension (m)

1.5

2

2.5

3

4

5

2

35Nm
40Nm

40Nm

50Nm

50Nm

50Nm

80Nm

4

50Nm

50Nm

50Nm

50Nm

50Nm

100Nm

6

50Nm

50Nm

80Nm

80Nm

100Nm

120Nm

8

80Nm

80Nm

80Nm

100Nm

120Nm

ZETHA Ø45mm

Arms number

Arms number

Arms extension (m)
1.5

2

2.5

3

4

5

2

80Nm

80Nm

80Nm

80Nm

80Nm

100Nm

4

80Nm

80Nm

80Nm

100Nm

100Nm

120Nm

6

80Nm

80Nm

100Nm

120Nm

8
ZETHA Ø58mm
The values showed on the panel are purely indicative
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Zetha ME

Ø45mm

For shutters equipped with locking device and graduated slats
Ø45mm tubular gearmotor with
electronic limit switch, integrated
electronic control unit with 433.92MHz
receiver, ideal for shutters equipped
with locking device and graduated
slats.
Precise and constant motion control
along the time, by encoder.
Limit switches programming directly
by CLARUS series remote control or
through buttons, without accessing to
the motor.
Acoustic signaling to guide during the
programming phases.

Compatibility with the CUADRO series
remote controls.
Compatibility with domotic devices,
thanks to special low voltage inputs.
Compatibility with sun/rain WINDY
series wireless climate sensors in
order to the ongoing optimization
of comfort (NO if the 3OR function
for the orientation of the slats is
activated).
Access to all the functions available in
ZETHA ME directly by remote control
and/or from wired button.

3OR Function

BLO Function

RSP Function

Specific for shutters with graduated
slats: it allows to open, close and
orientate the roller shutter well from
button or by remote control.

Automatic stopping of the opening
movement in case of inserted locking
device or in presence of obstacles
along the guidelines (ex.: ice) and
consequent release to facilitate the
unlocking.

Scheduled resynchronization in order
to maintain the correct positions of
the ascent and descent limit switches
along the time.

dimensions
67
51

L

26

36

4

12

14

48
10

16

45

Model

Couple

Load

RPM

Limit switch
range

Voltage/Frequency

Power
consumption

Absorption

Cable

L

ME4015530*

15Nm

30Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

140W

0.7A

3m

520mm

ME4015055

15Nm

30Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

140W

0.7A

3m

570mm

ME4030065

30Nm

60Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

170W

0.8A

3m

700mm

ME4035080

35Nm

70Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

200W

1.0A

3m

710mm

ME4040080

40Nm

80Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

200W

1.0A

3m

710mm

ME4050110

50Nm

96Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

240W

1.2A

3m

730mm

Note: upon request, available versions of 17 RPM (ex. cod.: ME4015055_17 for 15Nm gearmotor with 17RPM).
* Model with external capacitor on request.

Ideal solutions

Clarus

Remote control,
see pg. 24
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Cuadro

Remote control,
see pg. 25

Zetha MA

Ø45mm

For traditional boxes, winter garden awnings, drop awnings
and technical coverages
Compatibility with the CUADRO series
remote controls and with all the WINDY
series wireless climate sensors in order
to the ongoing optimization of comfort.
Access to all the functions available in
ZETHA MA directly by remote control
and/or from wired button.
Adaptability of the ZETHA MA
operativity logics in combination with
WINDY sensors, for the personalized
comfort.
Possibility to preclude the sun sensor
directly from the remote control or wired
button.

Ø45mm tubular gearmotor with
electronic limit switch, integrated
electronic control unit with 433.92MHz
receiver, ideal for traditional boxes,
drop awnings and winter garden
awnings equipped with hooking/
unhooking system of the canvas, and
also for technical coverages (ex.:
pergolas).
Precise and constant motion control
along the time, by encoder.
Limit switches programming directly
by CLARUS series remote control or
through buttons, without accessing to
the motor.
Acoustic signaling to guide during the
programming phases.
Compatibility with domotic devices ,
thanks to special low voltage inputs.

Specific models for winter garden
awnings with a wide working time
and functions planned for the optimal
extension of the canvas.

RDT Function

RTC Function

RSA Function

Retreat of the canvas upon reaching
the opening limit switch to prevent
unaesthetic relaxations on arm
awnings.

Couple reduction in proximity to the
limit switch in order to avoid a sudden
closure of the box.

Specific for winter garden awnings
and drop awnings equipped with
hooking/unhooking system of the
canvas.

dimensions
67
51

L

26

36

4

12

14

48
10

16

45

Model

Couple

Load

RPM

Limit switch
range

Voltage/Frequency

Power
consumption

Absorption

Cable

L

MA4030065

30Nm

60Kg

17

0-68

230V/50Hz

170W

0.8A

3m

750mm

MA4035080

35Nm

70Kg

17

0-68

230V/50Hz

200W

1.0A

3m

770mm

MA4040080

40Nm

80Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

200W

1.0A

3m

770mm

MA4050110

50Nm

96Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

240W

1.2A

3m

780mm

MA4040100*

30Nm

60Kg

17

0-100

230V/50Hz

200W

1.0A

3m

770mm

MA4050100**

40Nm

80Kg

17

0-100

230V/50Hz

240W

1.2A

3m

780mm

* Specific model for winter garden awnings with up to 3m width.
** Specific model for winter garden awnings with over 3m width.

Ideal solutions

Clarus

Remote control,
see pg. 24

Cuadro

Remote control,
see pg. 25

Windy

Climate sensors, see pg. 22/23
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Adapters
for ZETHA Ø45mm
52

60

Couple of adapters for Ø50mm
octagonal tube.
Cod. A5025

Couple of adapters for Ø60mm
octagonal star tube.
Cod. A6015

60

70

Couple of adapters for Ø60x(0.6÷1.0)mm
octagonal tube..
Cod. A6025

Couple of adapters
for Ø70mm octagonal tube.
Cod. A7025

54

64

Couple of adapters for Ø54mm ZF tube.
Cod. A5415

Couple of adapters for Ø64mm ZF tube.
Cod. A6425

60

50

Couple of adapters for Ø60mm smooth
round tube.
Cod. A6060

Pulley for Ø50mm smooth round tube..
Cod. A5015

70

62

63

12

Couple of adapters for Ø70mm smooth
round tube.
Cod. A7070

Couple of adapters for Ø62mm Deprat
and Ø63mm Welser tube.
Cod. A6315

Couple of adapters for tube
with Ø70mm ogive.
Cod. A7015

Couple of adapters for tube
with Ø78mm ogive.
Cod. A7815

Supports
for ZETHA Ø45mm

Insert with 10mm square pivot and two fixing
holes for ZETHA ME and ZETHA MA.
Cod. S456020

Adjustable bolt support
with 10mm square hole.
Cod. S456032

Support with 10mm
square hole and two M6
fixing holes.
Cod. S456038

Flat wall support with 10mm square seat.
Cod. S456030

Adjustable bolt support
with 10mm square seat.
Cod. S456034

Support with 10mm square
hole and two Ø5mm fixing
holes.
Cod. S456037

Support with 10mm
star square hole and
two M6 fixing holes.
Cod. S456039

Support with 10mm star
square hole and four
fixing holes.
Cod. S456040

Wall support with 10mm
square seat.
Cod. S456050

Slotted support for
prefabricated traditional
boxes with 10mm square
hole.
Cod. S456052

Vertical adjustment slotted
support with 10mm square
seat.
Cod. S456036

Support with 10mm
square hole and two
Ø6.5mm fixing holes.
Cod. S456044

Insert and support with fast-direct coupling.
Max couple: 30Nm.
Cod. S456043

Bracket for “Torino” supports
with 10mm square holes.
Cod. S456054
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Supports
for Zetha Ø45mm
45

45

170

15

150

Sliding bracket for “Torino” supports adjustable
in three horizontal positions with 10mm star
square hole.
Cod. S456051

Bracket for “Napoli” supports with 10mm square
hole.
Cod. S456055

Wall support with Ø13mm hole for
S456032, S456034 and S456056 supports.
Cod. S456053

Adjustable bolt support with 10mm square joint
and mechanical release device.
Cod. S456056

Wall support with 10mm square joint and
mechanical release device.
Cod. S456058

Vertical slotted support with 10mm square joint
and mechanical release device.
Cod. S456060

Code

Measure L

Measure T

Max couple

S456062

120mm

125mm

15Nm

S456063

132mm

137mm

15Nm

S456064

145mm

150mm

15Nm

S456065

160mm

165mm

15Nm

S456066

175mm

180mm

30Nm

S456067

200mm

205mm

30Nm

T
L

Insert and support with fast-direct coupling and
plaque to fixing in the box.
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Do you need
more power

?

Zetha MD

Ø58mm

For shutters equipped with locking device and graduated slats
Ø58mm tubular gearmotor with
electronic limit switch, integrated
electronic control unit with 433.92MHz
receiver, ideal for shutters equipped
with locking device and graduated
slats.
Precise and constant motion control
along the time, by encoder.
Limit switches programming directly
by CLARUS series remote control or
through buttons, without accessing to
the motor.
Acoustic signaling to guide during the
programming phases.

Compatibility with the CUADRO series
remote controls.
Compatibility with domotic devices,
thanks to special low voltage inputs.
Compatibility with sun/rain WINDY
series wireless climate sensors in
order to the ongoing optimization
of comfort (NO if the 3OR function
for the orientation of the slats is
activated).
Access to all the functions available in
ZETHA MD directly by remote control
and/or from wired button.

3OR Function

BLO Function

RSP Function

Specific for shutters with
graduated slats: it allows to
open, close and orientate the roller
shutter well from button or by remote
control.

Automatic stopping of the opening
movement in case of inserted locking
device or in presence of obstacles
along the guidelines (ex.: ice) and
consequent release to facilitate the
unlocking.

Scheduled resynchronization in order
to maintain the correct positions of
the ascent and descent limit switches
along the time.

dimensions
60
48

L

35

30

4

15

20

58
10

Model

Couple

Load

RPM

Limit switch
range

Voltage/Frequency

Power
consumption

Absorption

Cable

L

MD5080140

80Nm

120Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

360W

1.6A

3m

800mm

MD5010060

100Nm

150Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

360W

1.6A

3m

800mm

MD5012090

120Nm

180Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

415W

1.9A

3m

800mm

Ideal solutions

Clarus

Remote control,
see pg. 24
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Cuadro

Remote control,
see pg. 25

Zetha MB

Ø58mm

For traditional boxes, drop awnings and technical coverages
Compatibility with the CUADRO series
remote controls and with all the WINDY
series wireless climate sensors in order
to the ongoing optimization of comfort.
Access to all the functions available in
ZETHA MB directly by remote control
and/or from wired button.
Adaptability of the ZETHA MB
operativity logics in combination with
WINDY sensors, for the personalized
comfort.
Possibility to preclude the sun sensor
directly from the remote control or wired
button.

Ø58mm tubular gearmotor with
electronic limit switch, integrated
electronic control unit with 433.92MHz
receiver, ideal for traditional boxes,
drop awnings equipped with hooking/
unhooking system of the canvas, and
also for technical coverages (ex.:
pergolas).
Precise and constant motion control
along the time, by encoder.
Limit switches programming directly
by CLARUS series remote control or
through buttons, without accessing to
the motor.
Acoustic signaling to guide during the
programming phases.
Compatibility with domotic devices,
thanks to special low voltage inputs.

RDT Function

RTC Function

RSA Function

Retreat of the canvas upon reaching
the opening limit switch to prevent
unaesthetic relaxations on arm
awnings.

Couple reduction in proximity to the
limit switch in order to avoid a sudden
closure of the box.

Specific for winter garden awnings
and drop awnings equipped with
hooking/unhooking system of the
canvas.

dimensions
60
48

L

35

30

4

15

20

58
10

Model

Couple

Load

RPM

Limit switch
range

Voltage/Frequency

Power
consumption

Absorption

Cable

L

MB5080140

80Nm

120Kg

17

0-68

230V/50Hz

360W

1.6A

3m

800mm

MB5010060

100Nm

150Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

360W

1.6A

3m

800mm

MB5012090

120Nm

180Kg

12

0-48

230V/50Hz

415W

1.9A

3m

800mm

Ideal solutions

Clarus

Remote control,
see pg. 24

Cuadro

Remote control,
see pg. 25

Windy

Climate sensors, see pg. 22/23
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Adapters
for ZETHA Ø58mm

102

70

Couple of adapters for Ø70mm
octagonal tube.
Cod. A7050

Couple of adapters for Ø102mm
octagonal tube.
Cod. A1050

70

80

Couple of adapters for Ø80mm
ZF tube.
Cod. A8050

Couple of adapters for Ø70mm
smooth round tube.
Cod. A7550

78

102

Couple of adapters for Ø102mm
smooth round tube.
Cod. A0250

85

89

Couple of adapters for tube
with Ø85mm ogive.
Cod. A8550

18

Couple of adapters for tube with
Ø78mm ogive.
Cod. A7850

Couple of adapters
for Ø89mm Deprat tube.
Cod. A9050

Supports
for ZETHA Ø58mm

40

48

Insert with 16mm square pivot and two
fixing holes for ZETHA MD
and ZETHA MB.
Cod. S556018

M12

60

85

16

16

Adjustable bolt bracket
with 16mm square hole.
Cod. S556010

Support with 16mm star square hole
and two Ø6.5mm fixing holes.
Cod. S556040

Wall support with Ø13mm hole
for S556010 support.
Cod. S456053

Support with 16mm square hole
and four fixing holes.
Cod. S556042

Flat wall support with 16mm square seat.
Cod. S556030

40

19

Control
electronics

Helios

Control panels
Helios S+ (cod. HE4921S+)
220Vac electronic control panel with
433.92MHz integrated radio receiver for the
automation of awnings.
Immediate and intuitive setting by dip
switches and signalling led.
Practical control directly by remote control
and/or wired button.
Instantaneous storing of the CLARUS
series remote controls through the specific
LEARNING button and signalling led.
Signalling led for the unit status (yellow led);
the light sensor status (green led); the alarm
status (red led).
Internal diagnostics led for the detection
of the sensors status, the functionings and
mobilization processes.

Rolling code decoding of the radio
frequency impulses, which simultaneously
maximizes the security and
responsivity of the control unit (up
to 800 CLARUS series remote
controls).
Compatibility with the WINDY
series climate sensors for the
automatic and personalized
awnings mobilization in case
of atmospheric events such
as sun/wind/rain/temperature/
snow.
Possibility of setting of
scheduled times for the
automatic opening and
closing of the awning through
the CLOCK mode.
Index protection IP54.

Helios S (cod. HE4921S)

220Vac electronic control panel with
433.92MHz integrated radio receiver for the
automation of awnings.
Immediate and intuitive setting.
Practical control directly by remote control.
Instantaneous storing of the CLARUS
series remote controls through the specific
LEARNING button.

Rolling code decoding of the radio
frequency impulses, which simultaneously
maximizes the security and responsivity of
the control unit.
Compatibility with the WINDY series
climate sensors for the automatic and
personalized awnings mobilization in case
of atmospheric events such as sun/wind/
rain/temperature/snow.
Index protection IP54.

Helios SL (cod. HE4921SL)

220Vac electronic control panel
with 433.92MHz integrated radio
receiver for the operability of an
electric charge in on/off mode by the
CLARUS series remote control (ex.: a
pergola lighting system).

Practical control directly by remote
control and/or wired button.

Programmable operating according
to different logics: step-by-step
mode with infinite time, "present
man", timed operation (variable from
1sec to 18h).

Instantaneous storing of the CLARUS
series remote controls through the
specific LEARNING button.

Index protection IP54.

Model

Helios S+

Helios S

Helios SL

Power supply

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

Frequency

433.92MHz

433.92MHz

433.92MHz

Coding

rolling code

rolling code

rolling code

Storable remote control systems

800

30

30

Max power

500W

500W

500W

Operating temperature

-10÷55°C

-10÷55°C

-10÷55°C

Box dimensions

150x142x50mm

90x55x40mm

90x55x40mm

Index protection

IP54

IP54

IP54
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Windy
Climate sensors

Sun sensor
Wind sensor

Wind sensor

Rain sensor

WINDY S

WINDY SA and WINDY SR

Wired anemometer compatible with the HELIOS S +
electronic control panel.

Wind-sun and wind-sun-rain-temperature wireless
sensors compatible with ZETHA MA and ZETHA MB
tubular gearmotors and with the HELIOS S and HELIOS
S+ electronic control panels.

(cod. JK4921SA e JK4921SR)

(cod. JK4921S)

Mounting bracket adjustable in several positions.
Wind limit adjustment in association with the control
panel.

Power supply by 85Vac and 265Vac.
Practical regulation by trimmer of the wind (5-80Km/h)
and sun (5-60Klux) limits.

External box with index protection IP54.

TEST mode for the immediate verification by signalling
led of the sensors operativity during the same phase of
installation.
Possibility to exclude one or more sensors.
Mounting bracket adjustable in several positions.

3°

3°

Heating device integrated in the rain sensor (WINDY
SR model) to prevent condensation occurrences
and
3°
preclude false alarms.
Detection of the snow occurrence (WINDY SR model),
180°
combining data from the temperature and rain sensors.

180°

External box with index protection IP54.
180°
3°

3°

180°

180°

180°
3°

Trimmer for sensors
adjustment

Temperature
sensor

Signalling led
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Programming
button

180°

Sun sensor
Wind sensor

Rain sensor

Wind sensor

Rain sensor

Solar panel

WINDY SA+ and WINDY SR+

WINDY SR PERGOLA

Wind-sun and wind-sun-rain-temperature wireless
sensors compatible with ZETHA MA and ZETHA MB
tubular gearmotors and with the HELIOS S and HELIOS
S+ electronic control panels.

Wind-rain-temperature wireless sensor specific for
technical coverages (ex.: pergolas) compatible with
ZETHA MA and ZETHA MB tubular gearmotors and with
the HELIOS S and HELIOS S+ electronic control panels.

Power supply through solar panel for the fast and
efficient installation without wiring.

Power supply by 85Vac and 265Vac.

(cod. JK4921SA+ e JK4921SR+)

Practice regulation by trimmer of the wind (5-80Km/h)
and sun (5-60Klux) limits.
TEST mode for the immediate verification by signalling
led of the sensors operativity during the same phase of
installation.
Possibility to exclude one or more sensors.
Mounting bracket adjustable in several positions.
External box with index protection IP54.

(cod. JK4921SRP)

Practice regulation by trimmer of the wind limit (5-80Km/h)
and the relevant rainfall intensity (0.7-3g/cm²).
TEST mode for the immediate verification by signalling
led of the sensors operativity during the same phase of
installation.
Possibility to exclude one or more sensors.
Mounting bracket adjustable in several positions.
Heating device integrated in the rain sensor to prevent
condensation occurrences.
Detection of the snow occurrence, combining data from
the temperature and rain sensors.
External box with index protection IP54.

Model

WINDY S

WINDY SA

WINDY SR

WINDY SA+

WINDY SR+

WINDY SR Pergola

Power supply

-

85-265Vac

85-265Vac

solar panel

solar panel

85-265Vac

Frequency

-

433.92MHz

433.92MHz

433.92MHz

433.92MHz

433.92MHz

Impulses number

2

2

2

2

2

2

Anemometer sensitivity

-

5-80Km/h

5-80Km/h

5-80Km/h

5-80Km/h

5-80Km/h

Sun sensor sensitivity

-

5-60Klux

5-60Klux

5-60Klux

5-60Klux

-

Rain sensor sensitivity

-

-

-

-

-

0.7-3g/cm2

Operating temperature

-10÷60°C

-10÷60°C

-10÷60°C

-10÷60°C

-10÷60°C

-10÷60°C

30x13x10cm

30x13x10cm

30x13x10cm

30x13x10cm

30x13x10cm

30x13x10cm

IP54

IP54

IP54

IP54

IP54

IP54

Dimensions
Index protection
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433.92MHz Remote control
Wall remote control with 433.92MHz
random code frequency, able to manage
a group of automated devices.
Compatible with all ZETHA series tubular
gearmotors.
Compact, elegant and essential line.
Up/stop/down buttons and signalling led
for the obtained transmission.
Useful as wireless wall button and
portable remote control as well.
Extended reach up to 50m.
Power supply with 3V batteries (2), whose
placement in series increases significantly
the duration.
Possibility of managing directly the
WINDY sun sensor, activating or
disconnecting it (only in combination with
ZETHA MA and ZETHA MB gearmotors).

Signalling led

Up

Available in 3 colours: lucid white
(cod.CU3-W), metallic silver (cod.CU3-S),
opaque black (cod.CU3-B).

Stop

Down

Signalling led
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Model

CUADRO

Power supply

2 3V alkaline batteries

Frequency

433.92MHz

Coding

fixed code (18 bit)

Keys

3

Reach

50m

Operating temperature

-20÷85°C

Clarus

433.92MHz Remote control

Programming led

Selection led

Remote control with 433.92MHz
rolling code frequency, able to
manage from one to six groups
of automated devices in single or
simultaneous mode.
Up/stop/down buttons and signalling
led.
Configuration list for the ZETHA
series tubular gearmotors
programming.
Hidden key to facilitate the learning
and programming sequences.
Keys of selection of the channels
in order to activate until six groups
of automated devices in single or
simultaneous mode (CLARUS VI
model).
Transmission of variable codes.
Power supply with 1.5V batteries (2).
Equipped with support for the wall
placement.

Stop

Down

Up

Hidden
key

Selection
keys

Clarus I

Clarus VI

Remote control to manage a
group of automated devices.

Remote control to manage
up to six groups of
automated devices in single
or simultaneous mode.

(cod. CLA1)

Support for wall placement

(cod. CLA6)

Model

Clarus I

Clarus VI

Power supply

2 1.5V alkaline batteries

2 1.5V alkaline batteries

Frequency

433.92MHz

433.92MHz

Coding

rolling code

rolling code

Keys

3+1

5+1

Reach

50m

50m

Operating temperature

-20÷85°C

-20÷85°C
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Terms of sale
1. Validity.

The sale of Juwel Kraft Automazioni S.r.l. (defined for
brevity “J.K.A.”) products will be settled by these general
sale conditions, except different agreements, written and
approved by J.K.A.

2. Purchase orders.

The purchase of the products will be made by sending
to J.K.A. a purchase order, that must be dated and
undersigned. J.K.A. could decline it, informing the Client
without the obligation to specify the reasons of the denial.
In case of acceptance of the purchase order, J.K.A. will
send a written confirmation to the Client within three days
after the reception of the order, specifying, if requested, the
carrying out date. This date could vary (for example due to
the production, the supplying of raw materials, third-party
or by reason of majeure force, etc.) and in this case J.K.A.
will promptly inform the Client, who can't nevertheless
claim a compensation for it.

3. Product delivery.

The products will be delivered to the address written on
the purchase order by a carrier chosen by the Client, or
according to his different instructions. The price of the
transport will be of Client’s care, who will be fully responsible
and will dismiss J.K.A. from any responsibilities.

4. Payment conditions and delay
interests.
Recess and suspension of the order.

Payments have to be made to J.K.A. according to the
established terms and conditions. Payments after the
due date will be charged to the Client including also the
accrued delay interests, without the necessity to send any
written notice, and they will be calculated according to the
legal rate increased of five points, within the limits by law.
In case of delayed or non-payment of just one accrual,
J.K.A. could suspend the production or the delivery of
the material purchased or also recess from any contract
in progress with the defaulting Client. In any case, J.K.A.
could demand from the Client the prompt payment of the
whole owing amount, with the interests included.

5. Claims.

Claims for missed or bad working of J.K.A. products
should be sent in writing form within eight days from the
delivery. Over this term, the products will be considered
accepted by the Client.

6. Risk transfer.

The risk for loss/extinction/damage of the products is
ascribed to the Client since the products are collected by
the carrier.

7. Ownership.

The transfer of the products ownership from J.K.A. to the
Client is conditioned by the payment of the whole price,
according to the terms established and accepted in the
purchase order. In case of payment by check, bill, etc., the
transfer of the products ownership will be conditioned by
the "good end" of all the titles issued by the Client.
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8. Return of the products and secondary
taxes.

The Client assumes the obligation to return immediately
to J.K.A. at his total care and expenses the products not
paid according to the terms established in the purchase
order, avoiding the formal notices of delay from J.K.A. and
allowing the personnel in charge by J.K.A. the access
in his company or elsewhere for the collection of the
material. J.K.A. takes the right to demand from the Client
the compensation for the damages caused by the nonfulfilment and the recovering of the costs incurred for the
production.

9. Warranty.

J.K.A. guarantees the good working of its products for 5
years from the purchase order resultant from the relevant
invoice documentation. The warranty includes exclusively
the repairing or the free replacement of the whole product
or some parts in case of defection. During the replacement
or repairing, products or parts of products identical or with
same characteristics of the faulty ones could be used. In
order to carry out the warranty, the Client will present to J.K.A.
the invoice documentation proving the purchase of the
product. J.K.A. takes the right to decline the intervention in
warranty if the invoice documentation proving the purchase
will turn out to be falsified or incomplete. The product (or
parts of it) won’t be considered defected in order to apply
the warranty if it (or parts of it) doesn’t match with the
qualitative and technical standards made by regulations
come into force after the purchase date: therefore, any
possible adaptations, changes and adjustments required
in order to adapt the product (or parts of it) to these
standards are not included in the warranty. Moreover,
the warranty doesn’t include: 1) the compensation for
the costs of periodic controls, maintenance, repairing
or substitutions of the product (or parts of it) depending
on the normal wear deriving from a correct use;
2) the compensation for the costs and damages
caused during the transport of the product;
3) the compensation of damages and remedy to bad
working deriving from negligence, an incorrect use or not
in keeping with the instructions written in the installation
manual and with safety regulations, variations and/or
changes made from non authorized personnel, or reasons
such as due to majeure force, pure chance and others.

10. Advertising material.

Descriptions, illustrations, technical products data and
price lists placed in the advertisement material could vary
and they will not be binding for J.K.A.

11. Judiciary.

Each controversy due to the execution and interpretation
of this contract will be dealt exclusively by the Rome
judiciary.

JUWEL KRAFT Automazioni S.r.l.
Via Siracusa, 5/A
00040 Pavona
Albano Laziale
Roma - Italy
Phone +39 06.931.47.04
Fax +39 06.931.05.55
e.mail info@juwelkraft.it
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www.juwelkraft.it

